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Abstract. When controlling robot in-situ, the operator’s attention is often di-
vided between the scene and the interface. This often causes inefficiency in the 
control performance. One possible solution to address this attention switch is to 
employ a camera (or sensor) view (despite being at the site) in which critical 
parts of the operating environment can be shown side-by-side with the control 
interface so that the user is not distracted from the either. In addition, when the 
user switches one’s attention away unavoidably and then back to the control in-
terface, the interface can be configured so that user can easily continue the task 
at hand without momentary the loss of context. In this paper, we describe the 
design of such an interface and investigate in the possible user attentive beha-
viors based on it. In particular, we present an experiment that compares three 
variant forms of interactions: (1) Nominal (no camera view), (2) Fixed (using a 
camera view and user not allowed to overlook into the scene), and (3) Free  
(using a camera view but user is free to overlook into the scene). The three ap-
proaches represent different balances between information availability, inter-
face accessibility and the amount of attentional shift. Experiment results have 
shown that all three interaction models exhibited similar task performance even 
though the Fixed type induced much less attentional shift. However, the users 
much preferred the Nominal and Free type. Users mostly ignored the camera 
view, shifting one’s attention excessively into the operating scene, due to the 
lack of visual quality, realistic scale and depth information of the camera view. 
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1 Introduction 

In-situ remote robot control refers to a situation in which a robot is remotely con-
trolled using an interface device from a near distance (e.g. 2~20m). In-situ remote 
control often occurs in situations where it is important for the operator to be present at 
the operating site (e.g. safety reasons, requirement of human expertise, need for effec-
tive communication and interaction, slave robots with only limited secondary roles) or 
when on-board or environment sensors are either limiting or not readily available for 
complete situation monitoring. Typical examples include bomb diffusing robots, fire-
fighting (water gun) robots and robot secretaries. 
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Fig. 1. The three forms of interaction for in-situ robot control which uses the task/scenario 
based hand-held interface: (1) Nominal (without camera view), (2) Fixed (using a camera view 
and users not allowed to look over into the operating scene) and (3) Free (using a camera view 
and but users free to look over into the operating scene). 

This is a situation distinct from both close/direct interaction (that e.g. uses voice, 
touch screen input or gesture) and completely sensor-based tele-operation. Like any 
interfaces, important factors in the efficient and convenient in-situ remote robot con-
trol would include the availability of required information to make the right decision 
(or situation awareness), access time to the interface for the needed actions and the 
amount of any distraction or attentional shift between the robot scene and the control 
interface. 

One possible solution to address these factors collectively is to use a hand-held de-
vice (such as smart phones and iPad like devices) and at the same time provide a 
camera/sensor view (from the hand-held device) in which critical parts of the operat-
ing environment can be shown side-by-side with the control interface. This way, the 
user can minimize the times they have to look away (because the camera/sensor view 
supplies the needed information) from the interface and see directly into the scene, 
and thus react faster to make proper actions. The user may still be allowed to look 
over and make direct visual confirmation, if necessary. Thus a provision is still 
needed to minimize inefficiencies arising from this occasional switching of attention 
and context. 

Note that robots are becoming more versatile and may even require multitasking, 
and as such also more difficult to control. In addition, hand-held media devices have 
emerged as attractive and flexible platforms for remote control for their wide popular-
ity and ever-increasing computational and multimedia capabilities [4, 16]. 
 Recently, there has been great amount of research in the field of Human Robot Inte-
raction (HRI), however, concentrated mostly in either direct interaction methods or 
for tele-operated robots. On the other hand, relatively little research has been focused 
on remote control interface design for on-site robots. Thus, there is not a clear guide-
line as how to properly integrate (or if one should), e.g. the camera view and organize 
the hand-held interface for the best performance and highest usability. 

In this paper, we have designed an interface for hand-held in-situ remote robot con-
trol that is organized around the task sequence and reconfigured continuously accor-
dingly so that user can be aided in maintaining the task context, and that provides a 
camera/sensor view to minimize the attentional switch in the first place. Furthermore, 
based on the interface, we compare three forms of interaction to study user attentive 
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behavior. The three compared interactions represent different balances between in-
formation availability, interface accessibility and the amount of attentional shift.  

This paper is organized follows. We first shortly review other related research.  
Then, we describe the task-oriented reconfigurable hand-held robot interface with the 
camera/sensor view. Section 4 will describe the details and report the results from the 
user behavior experiment. Finally, we will conclude the paper with a discussion of the 
results, a summary and directions for future work. 

2 Related Works 

2.1 Human-Robot Interaction 

With the proliferation of robots, HRI has generated lots of interests among researchers 
lately. Several guidelines and evaluation metrics have emerged for HRI from the HCI 
and robotics communities over the years [1, 3, 6, 9, 13, 17]. Most guidelines are quite 
abstract and general, and also seem to be oriented toward “direct and close” interac-
tion [2, 8, 11] or tele-operation control [10, 12, 14]. Despite relatively less number of 
studies devoted to in-situ robot control and interaction, many such principles do apply 
equally. One such guideline is to provide good awareness and less cognitive load [3]. 
More specifically, Clarkson et al. [1] maintained that natural cues may not be neces-
sary and clear provision of relevant interactive information was more important.  

On the other hand, the most typical form of an “indirect” communication with a 
robot would be through the use of a remote control. Again, we make a note that the 
indirect approach has been used mostly for tele-robotics or multi-robot control  
rather than for in-situ bystander driven control. Therefore, the ordinary remote control 
tends to be small/compact, one way, function-oriented and difficult to use (e.g. but-
ton/code/mode based) [5, 7]. 

2.2 Human-Robot Interface 

Based on these HRI principles, guidelines and other requirements, many different 
forms of human-robot interfaces have been developed [3, 4, 5, 20, 23]. In particular, 
interface design becomes even more important for efficient control of or interaction 
with multi-robots or robots with multi-tasks (e.g. navigation, manipulation, interac-
tion, etc.) [19, 21, 25]. In this context, traditional interface devices such as joysticks, 
joypads, wheels, switches and buttons are being replaced with a new breed that offers 
rich visual feedback and mobility (e.g. smart phones, tablet PC [26]), gestural input 
(e.g. Nintendo Wii [22]), and tangibility to compensate for the operator’s limited 
working memory and induce more natural and easier interaction. Among the afore-
mentioned features, visual feedback (usually available through camera views) is one 
of the most important factors in situation awareness and efficient tele-operation [24].  
Zhu et al. studied the tele-operation and multi-tasking performance with regards to 
different camera views and view control methods [19]. Nielson and Goodrich com-
pared navigation performance between when using camera and map views [23]. 
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3 Interface Design 

The robot to be controlled in-situ was originally designed for operator led guidance 
tasks (e.g. at museums). It was based on a wheeled mobile robot (Adept Pioneer 3-
DX) and mounted with a computer, pan-tilt camera, speaker, ultrasonic sensors, and a 
panning projector (Figure 2). We envisioned that the robot would be operated by a 
human guide for series of sequential/concurrent tasks involving individual subtasks 
such as aiming the projector to the wall, selecting and projecting information, control-
ling the camera to find landmarks (for spatial registration and localization), play-
ing/stopping narrations, positioning the robot, and navigating. 

 

    

Fig. 2. The museum guidance robot (left) and the scenario based interface (right). The sequence 
of tasks appear as buttons for the operator to simply activate (under normal circumstances). The 
tasks are logically grouped. The Camera/Sensor view is in the lower middle (camera remained 
blank for the Nominal condition).  

Since there were relatively many tasks/subtasks to be managed and accomplished 
as quickly as possible and in order to aid the user quickly regain one’s operating con-
text between the occasional view switches, we developed a “scenario” flow based 
interface. It lays out, in the “Task Sequence View” (top part of the display in Figure 
2), pre-configured buttons corresponding to a sequence of tasks to be accomplished 
for the operator to simply activate. For example, in Figure 2, the eight buttons in the 
top horizontal line prescribe “Move (robot) forward 1m,” “Rotate (robot) 90 degrees 
to the right,” “Turn on projector,” “Play narration,” and so on. The layout is confi-
gured by interpreting an XML based task specification file. The buttons were color-
coded or highlighted to e.g. indicate their status (currently pending, already finished) 
and types (navigation, camera control, projector control, etc.). Therefore, if the robot 
was to assist a human guide e.g. in a corridor with a number of museum artifacts at 
known locations, a complete and typical operational scenario can be prescribed and 
reflected into the interface automatically. Normally, the user would simply use these 
pre-configured scenario-based buttons to accomplish the given task. In addition the 
task sequence view interface was used as a way to remind the user what to do without 
having to memorize the order and specifics of the experimental tasks. 
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However, note that it was not possible to automatically infer whether a certain task, 
despite being activated by the operator, really was carried out successfully or satisfac-
torily. For example, even if a “Move forward 1m” command was issued and executed, 
the robot may fail to accomplish it due mechanical slippage. In fact, there may be 
situations that deviate from the normal scenario flow (e.g. new obstacle to avoid). In 
such a case, the user would need a way to go around the scenario based interface and 
directly access the various task control interfaces (located in the lower left parts of the 
display). 

The Camera/Sensor view (lower middle part of the display) simply showed the 
video imagery captured by the camera located in the back of the interface facing  
toward the operating environment. Note that the camera view was not used for the 
Nominal interaction model (switched off and remained blank). 

The interface was implemented on an Apple iPad [18] which communicated the 
user commands (with screen touch to various control buttons) to the on-board com-
puter which in turn controlled the robot (movement), projector (on/off, panning), 
camera (pan and tilt), and voice output. In informal trials, the scenario based interface 
vastly improved the performance and user satisfaction over the naively designed 
“bare” interface (see Figure 3). No formal experiment was further conducted as this 
result was quite expected and obvious. 

 

 

Fig. 3. The naively designed original “bare” interface with simple control buttons 

4 Experiment 

4.1 Experimental Design and Three Interaction Models 

The objective of the experiment was to study the user behavior model in regards to 
one’s shifting of attention between the interface and the actual scene despite the  
provision of scene view through the camera. Thus we tested three representative inte-
raction models (also see Figure 1) in terms of how the camera view may be utilized 
(or not). 
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• “Nominal” type: The Camera view is not provided and the user inspects the operat-
ing scene directly. 

• “Fixed” type: The hand-held device always aimed toward the target, and the cor-
responding Camera view is provided. The user is basically not allowed to look over 
into the operating scene unless absolutely necessary. This represents the usual 
desktop based tele-operation. 

• “Free” type: The user is free to either aim the hand-held device into the scene and 
use the Camera view or directly look into the operating scene. 

The experiment was designed as a 3 x 1 repeated measure within subject, the lone 
factor being the type of the interface employed. A series of robot control task (details 
explained in the next section) was given to a user to be carried out by using the given 
interaction model. The task performance (task completion time and number of clicks 
made to the interface) was measured and a usability survey was filled out, with a par-
ticular focus on the matter of attentional shift. More procedural details are given in the 
subsequent section. 

Table 1. An example sequence of 3 composite tasks to be completed in an experimental session 
and the experimental space for the user to carry out the sequences of tasks 

Sequence Composite Task Description 

1 

Move forward to near Placemark 1 

Aim the camera to a marker on the wall 

Turn on the projector / narration (wait) 

Turn off the projector  

2 

Move forward to Placemark 2 and  

avoid the obstacle in the way 

Turn on the projector / narration (wait) 

Turn off the projector 

3 

Move forward to Placemark 3 

Rotate the robot 45 degrees to the right 

Rotate the projector 45 degrees to the left 

Turn on the projector / narration 

Move forward to finish line 

4.2 Task 

For a given interaction model and the associated interface (given in a balanced order), 
a series of 3 composite tasks was asked to be completed as fast as possible. An exam-
ple sequence of the tasks is shown in Table 1 to be carried out in the experimental 
space shown in Figure 4. To avoid any learning effects as much as possible, the tasks 
were differentiated between different sessions with a similar degree of difficulty. 
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5 Conclusion  

In this paper, we have presented a hand-held interface design considering the frequent 
attentional shift and concern for loss of operational context. We also ran an experi-
ment to investigate the user behavior with regards to the use of camera/sensor view. 
Our expectation that the attentional shift would play an important and significant role 
in the efficient and fast task performance was rejected. Despite the much less number 
of visual shifts, somewhat forced with the Fixed type model, the overall performance 
was not different from the others. Users much preferred the Nominal and Free type 
and mostly ignored the camera view despite having to shift one’s attention excessive-
ly, due to the lack of visual quality, realistic scale and depth information (which were 
deemed essential in carrying out the mostly spatial robotic tasks). The study illustrates 
the need to provide a high fidelity global view into the scene. For instance, in a re-
mote tele-operation situation, if a global view can be somehow provided (e.g. a third-
person point of view camera), the control performance can be improved. We believe 
this result can serve as an important and useful guideline for designing control inter-
faces not only for in-situ robot control, but also for augmented reality and tele-
presence systems. It reaffirms the importance of scale, depth perception and realism 
in robotic control. 

Despite the ineffectiveness of the camera view in this work, we posit that cam-
era/sensor view that provides information that is not obtainable by the naked eyes will 
still be important. Different results might be obtained if the camera view had better 
quality e.g. higher resolution, stereoscopic rendering and larger size. Note that  
this study focused on the user’s choice when both camera and direct imagery were 
available. Further experiments are needed to investigate the effects toward carrying 
out non-spatial tasks or toward the quality of the task accomplishment. 
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